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	Groups and Symmetries: From Finite Groups to Lie Groups (Universitext), 9780387788654 (0387788654), Springer, 2009
The theory of group representations is a fundamental subject at the intersection of algebra, geometry and analysis, with innumerable applications in other domains of pure mathematics and in the physical sciences: chemistry, molecular biology and physics, in particular crystallography, classical and quantum mechanics and quantum field theory.

Topics include:

- brisk review of the basic definitions and fundamental results of group theory, illustrated with examples;

- representation theory of finite groups (Schur’s Lemma and characters) and, using Haar measure, its generalization to compact groups;

- Lie algebras and linear Lie groups;

- detailed study of the group of rotations, the special unitary group in dimension 2 and their representations;

- spherical harmonics;

- representations of the special unitary group in dimension 3 (roots and weights) with quark theory as a consequence of the mathematical properties of the symmetry group.

This book is an introduction to both the theory of group representations and its applications in quantum mechanics. Unlike many other texts, it deals with finite groups, compact groups, linear Lie groups and their Lie algebras, concisely presented in one volume. With only linear algebra and calculus as prerequisites, it is accessible to advanced undergraduates in mathematics and physics, and will still be of interest to beginning graduate students. Exercises for each chapter and a collection of problems with complete solutions make this an ideal text for the classroom or for independent study.
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Mathematical Applications and Modelling: Yearbook 2010, Association of Mathematics EducatorsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	"Mathematical Applications and Modelling" is the second in the series of the yearbooks of the Association of Mathematics Educators in Singapore. The book is unique as it addresses a focused theme on mathematics education. The objective is to illustrate the diversity within the theme and present research that translates into...


		

Grokking Deep LearningManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	Grokking Deep Learning teaches you to build deep learning neural networks from scratch! In his engaging style, seasoned deep learning expert Andrew Trask shows you the science under the hood, so you grok for yourself every detail of training neural networks.

	

	Purchase of the print book...


		

Real-Time Image and Video Processing: From Research to RealityMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
This book presents an overview of the guidelines and strategies for transitioning an image or video processing algorithm from a research environment into a real-time constrained environment. Such guidelines and strategies are scattered in the literature of various disciplines including image processing, computer engineering, and software...




	

Atlantis EncyclopediaCareer Press, 2008

	A handbook of Atlantean information for general readers and specialists alike!


	This is an invaluable, one-of-a-kind reference. Unlike most other books on the subject, The Atlantis Encyclopedia offers fewer theories and more facts. Although it does not set out to prove the sunken capital actually existed, The Atlantis Encyclopedia...


		

Schaum's Outline of Mathematica, 2ed (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Master Mathematica with Schaum's, the high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your personal best on exams and projects!
Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their test scores and final grades with these...


		

MCITP Guide to Microsoft Windows Server 2008, Enterprise Administration (Exam # 70-647) (Mcts)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	MCITP Guide to Windows Server 2008, Enterprise Administrator (Exam 70-647) provides

	in-depth coverage of the 70-647 certifi cation exam objectives and focuses on the skills needed to

	manage a Windows Server 2008 enterprise. The book contains approximately 85 hands-on activities

	and 40 skill-reinforcing case projects, so...
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